
Pfizer director admits they NEVER TESTED that
"vaccine" for prevention of transmission!
So all that blather about "doing it for others," and getting "vaccinated" as "an act of love," was
just one more Big Lie. Now, will "our free press" report this, or keep lying?
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 BREAKING:

In COVID hearing, #Pfizer director admits: #vaccine was 
never tested on preventing transmission.

"Get vaccinated for others" was always a lie.

The only purpose of the #COVID passport: forcing people to 
get vaccinated.

The world needs to know. Share this video! 
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States,
June 28-July 4
Linda Kramer (Aerosmith drummer's wife), "Breakin'" star Bruno Falcon, US jet ski
champion Eric the Eagle, YouTuber Technoblade, Xerox CEO John…
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In memory of those who 'died suddenly' in the United States,
August 8-August 15
Comedian Teddy Ray; TV actress Denise Dowse; John Engen, 5-term major of
Missoula, MT; poet John Longenbach; three student football players; three…
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They all "died suddenly" just this past week (February 8-14)
See how many "sudden deaths" have made some news—while "our free press"
continues to DENY this Holocaust, and thereby keeps it going
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And if they do, how many of the world’s Covidians will hear it?

The complete exchange:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TXX0acEIUPcc/
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Writes fritzy_boo_boo fritzy_boo_boo’s Newsletter Oct 11

crazy thing. this was known in early 2021. written up in the BMJ. peter doshi i believe. and i have been

telling people since then....for almost 2 years...that pfizer did not study if the vaccine prevented

transmission. they didn't study whether it stopped infection or reduced death either. what they studied

was if it reduced symptoms. 0 people i told saw this as an issue. why? because vaccines are more like

religion than science. people simply know (on faith) they work. whatever science is written is

inconsequential.
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Writes Lioness of Judah Ministry Exposing The Darkness Oct 11

It was known by "conspiracy theorists" who has eyes to read publicly available docs.

They LIED about everything, while telling the truth in their own documents.

“The Long Term Effects and Efficacy of the Vaccines Are Not Currently Known” – The Purchase

Agreement Between the EU Commission and Pfizer

Further proof of the world's governments deliberately lying to the public while hiding the truth in plain

sight

https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/the-long-term-effects-and-efficacy
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